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Summer Solstice  Rules
1. This is not a race.
2. This is a celebration of the longest day of the year.
3. The objective is to ride 100 km before darkness.
4. The average speed will be about 34kph. Only the firsts 12 strongest rider will  pull the peloton and will do a rotation, the rest of the cyclists in 
the peloton will keep their rspective  position for the whole ride, this no matter how good you are. If you get tired  signale it to you fellow rider 
and safely drop to the back of the pack. 
5. If you have a flat safely pull out of the peloton and get a wheel in the support vehicule ,if possible the support vehicule will bring you back to 
an intersection where you will be able to join the group again if not proceed to the finish at the Brasserie Sunny's
6. The order of the pelotons are  ,Le Suroit, Beaconsfield, and Velo Passion.
7.A distance of about 100 meters will be keep between pelotons at all time.
8. A police escort will follow ahead and behind to clear the route.
9. Double paceline only.
10. Peloton position is to be kept at all time ie: a peloton will not overtake another.
11. Stay on you side of the road, do not ride on the yellow centerline
12 Only organisors are allowed to go to an other peloton  (usually they have a good reason to do so)
13. There are 2 set of tracks on St Emanuel Organisors will put a carpet over the tracks, then have to move to the next one quite quickly be 
cooperative  when they come to pass you.
14. It is a tradition women in the peloton always take the last relay. So from the Golf Club on St Antoine let the women go to the front for the last 
pull.

This event is entirely organised by the 
Suroit. A fee of 5.00 per person will be 
charged at the  departure point, this is 
really a bargain. Where can you have 
steady fun for 3 hours for that price.
Thanks for your co-operartion

Cet evenement est entierement organisé 
par le Suroit. Un frais de participation de 
5.00 sera charge a moment de l'inscription.
Laurent Fraser


